New Leg Bracket Installation Instructions

Your module kit includes a new type of leg bracket which differs from the one pictured in the manual and on the video. This new design is better able to handle varying sizes of purchased 2 x 2 lumber. These new leg brackets have both a right and a left version. As seen in the photo below, the angled side of the bracket must be positioned so as not to cover the cutout for the Rotolock.

Your kit also includes four 1/2” long #10 flat head screws to place in the leg at the point where the leg bracket bolt will hit it. To correctly position this screw, first install the leg bracket as shown in the photo below. Then place the leg into position and tighten the leg bracket bolt against the leg. This will make a mark on the leg which will indicate the proper position for the screw. The head of the screw simply provides a point for the leg bracket bolt to hit, thus avoiding continuous wear on the leg.